
Dear Friends,

Winter is here - The cold and snow have settled in. We hope everyone is staying safe and warm!

Canadian Friends of Tel Aviv (CFATU) is continuously striving to support our talented professors,
researchers and students at Tel Aviv University in order to pursue the unknown by pushing boundaries,
transforming lives and making an impact in Israel and around the world. With that in mind, CFTAU is
planning an exciting year ahead with many events and activities.

First up is Professor Dan Peer, Chair of Tel Aviv University`s Cancer Biology Research Center. He will be
in Montreal on February 26 at the Kandy Gallery to discuss ‘Cannabis Revolution in Cancer Treatment’.

If you will be in Toronto on June 27, CFTAU will be holding their annual Golf Tournament at Copper Creek
Golf course.

Tel Aviv University is holding their annual All-Access Mission (May 12-15) and Board of Governors
meeting (May 15 – 20). TAU will be offering some exciting activities surrounding the Eurovision contest,
which is being held in Tel Aviv, including on Saturday night, there will be an outdoor TAU Eurovision party.
Maestro Lahav Shani, Director Designate of the Israel Philharmonic Orchestra, will treat you to scintillating
music under the stars in his first appearance conducting TAU's Buchmann-Mehta Symphony Orchestra.

If you plan to be in Tel Aviv in June, don't miss Cyber Week from June 23-27. Cyber Week is comprised of
5 days of over 50 world-class events with internationally acclaimed speakers from across the globe. See
below for more details.

Thank you for all your support last year and we look forward to seeing you soon at one of our upcoming
events.

Shabbat Shalom!
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No more plastic in the ocean?

New sustainable tech developed by TAU researchers could free the world of its worst pollutant. More
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Program in Ein Gedi

High schoolers in Israel’s south to earn academic credit in groundbreaking Academic City program. More

Drivers "bidding" for parking spaces could solve parking worldwide

Parking algorithm can relieve pressure on lucrative parking areas, TAU researchers say. More 

La générosité est une question de bactéries, d'après des chercheurs

Pourquoi sommes-nous généreux les uns envers les autres, ou tout simplement portés vers autrui? More 

Connecting through Music

TAU’s Institute for Promoting Dialogue through Music is pioneering a new tool for bringing people closer

together. More 
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Pure Escapism

The new Escape Room Project provides a creative way of making learning more fun. More 

Alumni Scholarship Drive

The TAU AlumniOrganization, will be vigorously fundraising for its first ever scholarship drive, led by TAU

President Joseph  Klafter, in December 2018. The goal is to raise one million dollars for financial

assistance. A big party during or around the Board of Governors meeting will wrap up the effort.
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